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From Screech To Añejo, Rum Is The Sailor’s Toast

by Henry M. Holden

Visitors to the Caribbean invariably are asked to sample the appropriate symbol of the islands—rum. The Caribbean is the world’s rum center, with Puerto Rico the world’s leading producer.

Rum is now the fastest growing spirit category in the United States. A whopping 85 percent of the rum sold in the United States, or about 10 million cases, comes from Puerto Rico. That’s about 12 percent of the Commonwealth’s gross national product. And the popular liquor has come a long way from its old “yo-ho-ho” image as the favorite of pirates and smugglers.

Rum’s history in the Caribbean dates back almost 500 years and started with Columbus. He brought sugar cane from the Canary Islands to the West Indies on his second trip to the New World, in 1493. It soon became an important crop throughout the region and was probably introduced into Puerto Rico by Ponce de Leon after he was appointed governor in 1508. The Spanish conquistadors already knew about distillation, and it was a natural step from growing sugar cane to distilling the molasses made from the cane into rum.

Over the years, the new spirit spread to Colonial America where it became the premier drink. Cheap, strong and tasty, the colonists made it into many colorful libations with such exotic names as Rattle-Skull, Whistle Belly, Vengeance and Kill-Devil.

Rum was one of the apexes of the
Triangular Trade that was the basis of New England's economy throughout much of the 18th Century. Molasses and sugar from the West Indies were shipped on New England vessels, to Massachusetts and other New England manufacturing centers where they were distilled into rum. The rum went to Africa's Gold Coast, also on New England vessels, where it was traded for slaves. The slaves went back to the West Indies to work the sugar cane fields. The molasses (the slaves were shipped on New England "blacksbirds" that continued in the trade long after it became illegal). And the profits went into the pockets of the Yankee manufacturers and shipowners.

In Nova Scotia and Newfoundland people drank something called "screech," made by filling the empty barrels in which rum was aged with hot water and sugar and letting them sit for a few days. The stuff can still be encountered in some of the Canadian maritime provinces' outports, and anyone who wonders why the New Englanders were so interested in the Caribbean will find the answer.

Around 1800 the popularity of rum faded as spirits distilled from grain grown by American farmers took preeminence. Whiskey was made from burley and corn. It would be more than 150 years before rum regained a major position in the United States over locally-produced spirits.

A pint of neat rum was handed out daily to English sailors as an anti-scourbutic (scurvy-preventive). This wasn't the light rum that most of us prefer today, but a dark, aromatic drink that was 150-180 proof and which the sailors downed straight, so it's not surprising that drunkenness was endemic in the British Navy. But the rulers of the British Navy knew that the daily rum allowance was about the only thing that allowed the British sailor to withstand his brutal life, and eliminating the rum handout would have meant instant mutiny.

In an effort to gain some control over the problem (and cut the booze bill on his ships), one admiral ordered that the rum be cut 50-50 with water. The admiral wore a cloak made from a rough cloth called grogram, and so his nickname, Old Grog, was quickly applied to the watered-down drink.

But there is still a tradition in the British Navy that a member of the royal family who visits a naval vessel concludes that visit by ordering the captain to "splice the mainbrace," and all hands are treated to an extra grog allowance.

The first significant reappearance of rum in the United States occurred during and just after World War II, when there was a severe whiskey shortage. When scotch, bourbon, and rye were again available in the 1950s, rum sales declined. Not all of the rums were of the highest quality and predictably, and consequently rum's popularity suffered. It is very important to the quality of rum that the molasses be high in sugar, and low in ash without odors and contaminants that will affect the resulting distillates.

At this point, the Puerto Rican government and the rum industry tackled the problem of rebuilding the spirit's quality and reputation. Through legislative action and the industry's close monitoring of the quality, rum has again become a major social beverage.

By the 1960s many Americans were drinking "Cuba Libre," rum and Coca Cola with a twist of lemon or lime, a drink that originated among political opponents of former Cuban dictator Fulgencia Batista (although some claim a
drink of the same name was popular at the turn of the century following the Spanish American Cuban War in which Cuba won her freedom from Spain, but before Coca Cola was invented.

Rum got a boost among modern sailors after Ted Turner defended the America's Cup on Courageous in 1977. He celebrated by getting uproariously drunk and rolling through the streets of Newport, R.I., with a huge crowd in tow and a bottle of rum in each hand. When the television cameras showed the post-race press conference end with Turner slipping unconscious under the table, rum instantly became the drink of choice at many major international yachting events.

All rum begins with the fermentation of sugar cane by the action of special yeasts. Rum is distilled to a very high proof (180), guaranteeing it will emerge with clean, muddled spirits.

There are three basic rum styles: light (white), amber (gold), and premium (dark). White rums are lightest and driest, and the biggest sellers. Its subtle flavor and delicate aroma make it ideal in mixed drinks like the daiquiri, rum collins and any fruit juice. The gold or amber rums are a bit fuller and more aromatic than the whites, since the final product is slightly lower in proof, leaving in more flavor elements. This more robust flavor makes the amber variety a good substitute for whiskey. The manufacturers reduce the proof by adding distilled water. Aging for at least a year in charred oak casks before bottling adds the gold color to the rum. Amber rum is becoming increasingly popular on the rocks, and in pina coladas, eggnog and coconuts.

Premier rum, also called dark rum, or añejo, is the product of special distillation, aging and blending. It has a deep velvety smooth taste and a complex flavor. Añejo are specially selected rums which are aged for six years in oak casks, and the more expensive añejos are sometimes aged longer. Añejo are the most flavorful and distinctive of all the rums and the longer aging gives them a smoothness. It makes a fine substitute for brandy and cognac and goes well as an after dinner drink straight up or in coffee.

There are 28 different rums from Puerto Rico and 14 different brands. Barcardi is the single most popular brand of rum in the United States, and also the largest manufacturer in the world.